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1. Introduction 
ELINOR OCHS 

Socializa tion 

Socialization has been defined in a variety of ways, each reflecting theories o f 
the individual and society. According to Wentworth (1980), theories of so
cialization have swung back and forth in tenus of the role assigned 10 the 
individual in the process of becoming a member of society. Nineteenlh
century theories fol1owed Hobbes's nOlion of the individual as aggressive. 
selfish, and asocial by nature and saw socialization as the process of reshaping 
these natural impulses into pro-social feelings and desires (Ross 1896), Freud
ian theory in the early twentieth cenrury also emphasized conflict between 
human nature (the id) and society (the superego) (Freud 1960) , Then, with the 
rise of functionalism in the work of Parsons (1937. 1951) and Merton (1949), 
the individual is viewed as more passive and more socially directed. 1];:o~~h 
the p~ of_@Cia!ization, individuals int~l1lil.ize the values of society, 
including those relating to personaIi[)! and role behavior. 

George Herbert Mead's theory of symbolic interactionalism (1956) also 
emphasized the impact of society on an individual's view of "self'; indi
viduals' perse.1!.!LojJs of themselv.es are inOu~x how interactional pan
ners see thef!Und~aLthem. However, (OJ Mead. the indiyjdyal is an active 

~ al;',.enc in his own socialization throughout life; individuals do Dot automatical· 
rtJ\ Iy intem.alite..h~~r.s..sec;Jbs;m and the rest of !he world bu! rather have the 

capacil):JSl-sclect-images..antLpca~s. lnJb.is sense, individuals and 
society conSU:U};l,One an9ther.!J!.ro~~a1 interaction. Th.i.selectiv~ • .!lcillYc 
role of individuals in constructing social order has been a theme of phe
nomenologists such as Schutz (1967) and Berger & Luckmann (1966). In this 
perspective, indi.'!'.i.m!als a~~_thIJm&~aliWic1[U;Cr:ta.in. "stock knowl
edge" (rules, preferencesJor ..bo:w lE _aC! appr9prlat~lY ..... e.lc..),..w.hich...1.be.y use 
in constructing _contexts, in inlerpretin&.. what is. going_QIl . Elhnometh-

,,,",---~ P .;v_"'y. ~-"r( I 



2 ELINOR OCHS 

cxlQ!.ogists have 3_d£lpted m';!ch ofth~ ~herl9_me'lological pc_~~tive and advo
C!tc. (2;1roinin&- _closcly the intcraetipnal procedures j).LDlethods..lhat interae· 
lants (including older members o f societyjntcracting wjlh young.childrcn) use 
to COnstrue.Le, se.nse of shared context 9r shared cc/!Iities (Cicourel 1973; 
Garfinkel 1967; Mehan 1979; Mehan & Wood 1975; Sacks, Scheglorr & 
Jefferson 1974). 

The editors of this volume (Schierfelin and Dehs) consider socialization to 
be an iQ...tcractional display (covert or overt) to a novice of expected ways of 
thinking, feeling, and acting (Becker e! al. 1961; Wenlworth 1980). Follow
ing Wentworth , we say that social interactions themselves are soc iocultural 
environments .(Wentworth 1980:68) and that through their panicipationjn 
social j,ucractions, children crune tQil1teOlaliz.e al.ld gain performance .,£gmpe
tence in these sociocultural defined contexts (Leontyev 198 1; Vygotsky 
1978). They learn -to rccognizC"luid-corislruct (with others) contexts and to 
relate contexts (and elements within contexts) to one another (Nelson 1981). 

- We do not consider children to be_PilSsive R3!!iciQ.3!l!! il!.Jhc;,...~s of 
socialization. First , like G. H. Mead , we see children and other novices as 
actively organizing sociocultural information that is conveyed through the 
form and conteO! of &cripps o[ others. For example, the acqu isition of s0-

ciocultural stock knowledge will be constrained by children 's level of cog
nitive, social, and linguistic development. Sccond, children are active so
c ializers of others in thcir environment. Even infants and small children have 

~ a hand in socializing other members of their family into such roles as care-
y- giver, parent, and sibling. As such, second children enter a different social 

environment than do first children; often first children "break in" adults as 
caregivers. As older children , they may further socialize parents into modes 
of acting and communicating associated with the ir school and peer-group 
experiences. Currently this is vividly illustrated by children's role as so
cializers of computer literacy within their respective households. 

Language socialization 

...... Language socialization is a concept the editors take to mean botluQcializstion 
thro~ language and $9Cialization to u~anguage. In the perspective taken 
in tius volume, children and other novices in society acquire tacit knowledge 
o f principles of social order and systems of belief (ethnotheories) through 
exposure to and panicipation in language-mediated interactions. We take for 
granted the noncontroversial and obvious sense of this statement, that the 
development of intelligence and knowledge is facilitated (to an extent) by 
children's communication with others. Instead we pursue the nontrivial di· 
mensions of this statement. Our appr03ch is to examine closely the verbal 
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interactions of infants and small children with others (older chi ldren, adults) 
for their sociocultural structure. Our perspective is that sociocultural informa. 
tion is generally encoded in the organization of convcrsational discourse and 
that discourse with children is no exception. Many formal and functional 
features of discOlltSe carry sociocultural infoJTTlation, including phonological 
and morphosyntactic constructions, the lexicon, speech-acl types, conversa
tional sequenci ng, genres , intenuptions, overlaps, gaps, and tum length. In 
other words, part of the meaning of grammaticaLand conversational Structures 
is sociocultural. These structures are socially organized and hence carry infor
matUl:Q~in&-S-()(jal ..order (ai.h~ been, !LemonstratedJ1L~bov_ 1966,1 
1973). They are also culturally organized and as such expressive of local 
conceptions and theories about the world. Language in use is then a major if 
not the major tool [or conveying sociocultural knowledge and a powerful 
medium of socialization. In. this sense, we invoke Sapir (Mand~lbaum~'!.4.9~ 
and Whorf (l.9.fiLand s.ug~t tbacchiJdlS.n)LC9!!i[C_~~r1~ view as they 
lI$uire a.1anguage. 

Let us now tum to some illustrations of the acquisition of sociocul tural 
knowledge through language. 

Acquir ing la nguage and culture Ulrough interactional routines 

Discourse is structured by speaker-hearer conceptions of the social activity or 
social event taking place. One critical area of social competence a chi ld mus\ 
acquire is the abili ty to recognize/ interpret what social activi ty /event is taking 
place and to speak and act in ways sensitive to the context. Children muSt also 
have the competence 10 define activi ties/events through their language Ilnd 
nonverbal actions. In many cases, language is not simply responsive to the 
social activity/event; it is the social activity/ event (Hymes 1974), as in leaS4 
ing, negotiating , telling a story, tattletaling, explaining. 

The importance of Ihe activity/event in information processing has been 
emphasized by Bateson (1972), Minsky (1975), and Schank and Abelson 
(1977), among others. In this perspective, information is processed in a top
down fas hion, with social event or activity bei ng a primary information j 
organizing nOlion; objects, persons, and verbal and nonverbal behavior are 
given meaning vis-A-vis how one defines the activity or event in which they 
are embedded. Psycholinguists such as Nelson ( 198 1) have argued that chil
dren acquire lexical knowledge in this manner; they come to understand 
lexical items first in terms of their role in particular situational contexts of use 
and later in tenns of propenies that generalize across contexts of use. Peters & 
Boggs (this volume) make the more sweeping claim that certain situationai 
contexts are routinized in children's communication with others and that suc~ 

• 
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routinization provides a 11l.ngunge-leaming environment for the child, "ena
bling her to perceive and analyze speech in a predictable and recurring context 

'yd to practice utterances with immediate reinforcement." 
\J~ r Tb.c.-V.¥..golSkian or socjobjstoricai school of psycbnlSlg)0las also empha-

sizcd...lhe..m le-ef~ooial-acti.Wies.jn.Jbe dcycloQJillIDCoLtheJIlind. Proponents 
of this perspective have argued that the organization of behavior in such 
activities affeclS cognitive growth (Cole & Griffin 1984; LCHC 1981; Leon
tyev 1981; Luria 1976; Scribner & Cole 1981; VygolSky 1978). or particular 
relevance here is the idea that S;ognitjve skills are the outcomc....nLusing 
language for particular purpose§ associated witb~t..activilies . Language 
is m ~ool-thaL.cjJ'Lbe-y_s~c(Yl!...! nu~!>cr_~f ends; s~akers will 
differ i~nds for which they use la.!!guage and these differences will lead 
to the development of differc.(lt cogni tive skills. 

Regardless of whether our readers assign the same importance to social 
activities/ events as do those noted above, most would concur that tacit knowl
edge of these notions is critical to communication in a particular society and 
must be acquired by children and others entering the society (cf. Gumperz's 
(1983) discussion of native-foreigner crosstalk due to differing conceptions 
of the social activity in which native and foreigner are engaged [including 
goals and strategies for achieving them». Language plays a major role in the 
acquisition of activity/event knowledge. Language. as noted, is both sensitive 
to and constructive of activities and events. In other words, language indexes 
situational context (Jakobsen 1960). When caregivers and others use language 
to and in the presence of children, they are providing infonnation or cues 
(Gumperz 1983) concerning what members are doing. As young children 
acquire tacit knowledge and competence in use of these cues, they arc acquir
ing knowledge and competence in the social organization of activities and 
events. (We do not mean to suggest here that all of situational knowledge can 
be reduced to linguistic knowledge.) 

There are many features of language and discourse that index activity/event 
(e.g. terms of address and reference. evidcntials, tense/aspect. ellipsis, pros
ody, speech-act foons and sequences). Some activities and events may have 
(among certain social groups) highly predictable discourse structures (e.g. 
grcctings, jokes, ritual insults, teasing, begging, tattletaling, clarification se
quences, trick-or-treat routines), whereas others may have more variable dis
course organization (e.g. gossip, negotiations, giving advice, explanations, 
instructions). In addition, in all societies activities and events are marked 
linguistically and nonverbally for the dimcnsion of seriousness/playfulness 
(Bateson 1972; Goffman 1974). Goffman uses the lenn "keyings" to refer to 
me features that mark activities/events as playful or "not serious" or "not 
real." These keyings indicate to addressees how they should interpret what is 
being said and done. In many languages, prosody functions as a major keying 
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device, distinguishing, for example, teasing from serious foons of speech 
activities such as insults, criticisms, or claims. 

Heath (this volume) indicates ways in which communities organize events 
in which wrinen language is used. She calls such occurrences "literacy 
events" and emphasizes that speech communities will differ in the kinds of 
literacy events that characterize their everyday lives. Children growing up in 
white middle-class. white working-class, and black working-class households 
in the Carolina piedmont area of the United States have different experiences 
with literacy and develop diffcrent expectations concerning behavior and 
attitudes surrounding reading and writing events. Confonning to these behav
iors and attitudes establishes children as communicatively competent mem
bers of their housebolds and communities. On the other hand, many children 
from non-middle-class environments experience difficulties in certain school 
literacy events that drow on areas of knowledge not part of their early interac
tions with literacy materials . 

We are still in the early stages of research into the acquisition and language 
socialization of activity/event knowledge. What has been consistently ob· 
served across cultures, however, is the practice of caregivers providing ex
plicit instruction in what to say and how to speak. in a range of recurrent 
activities and events . In this volume, such practices are reported for the Kaluli 
of Papua New Guinea (Schieffelin), the Kwara'ae of the Solomon Islands I 
(Watson-Gegeo & Gegeo), the Basotho of Lesotho (Demuth), white working
class Americans (Heath; Miller), black working-class Americans (Heath), and 
Mexican-Americans (Eisenberg). Explicit instruction in activity/event speech 
behavior has also been observed to be characteristic of white middle-class 
American (Grief & Gleason 1980), Samoan (Ochs 1982), and Wolof (Sene
gal) (Wills 1977) adult- child and child-child interactions. 

Typically such instruction takes the foon of explicit prompting by the 
caregiver or other member of a group. An older person will instruct a younger 
child in what to say by modeling each utterance for me child to repeat. The 
prompting routine is itself marked by cbarocteristic linguistic features. For 
example, the routine is usually but not always initiRted by an imperative verb 
foon meaning "say" or "do," followed by the utterance to be repeated. 
Very often these utterances have a distinct voice quality and intonational 
contour, which mark them as components of the prompting activity. Young 
children will respond appropriately to utterances with these prosodic features, 
even when they are not preceded by an explicit directive to repeat (Schieffelin 
1979 [now in press]). It may very well be that these prompting routines are 
some of the earliest verbal activities (along with, for ex.ample, greetings) 
children gain competence in. 

There has been quite a bit written about other ways in which caregivers in 
certain societies facilitate children's participation in verbal activities/evenlS 
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(cr., among olhers, Bru ner 1917; Bruner & Sherwood 1976; Greenfield & 
Smith 1976; Wertsch 1980; Zukow, Reilly & Greenfield 1982). Other verbal 
practices that assist children in understanding what is going on andlor helping 
them to perfonn include 

announcing to the child what activity/event is about to occur, is now 
occurring, should be or should nOI be occurring (e.g., "Let's look at a 
book"; "Those girls are leasing that little boy"; "He should tell the 
teacher what they did"; "The girls should not be leasing him"); 
providing leading questions thai indicate what the child should say next 
(e.g., "What do you say?"; " How does the story end?"); 
simplifying the semantic content and grammatical structure of prompting 
directives . activity/event announcements. and the like; 

_ repealing utterances andl or entire verbal activities/events with the child as 
direct participant or observer; 

_ expanding the child's utterance into an activity/event-appropriate contribu
tion (e.g., Chi ld: " Trick treat"; Mother. "Trick or treat"). 

All of these practices provide a good environment for learning important 
linguistic and sociocultural struclUres. These practices illustrate what Bruner 
( 1975. 1977) has called "scaffolding" and evidence support for Vygotsky's 
(1978) notion of "zone of proximal development" - tl:@!..children develop 
S?Cial and cpgni tive ,kills.. through particjpatin~ in structured cooperalj.Ve 
interactions with..morc .. JJ:Jalure @!!lber:til~iety. It is important to note here 
that all societies do not rely on the very sam; set of language-socializing 
procedures. Indeed although prompting a child W}Ull to say appears wide
spread. expanding children's utterances, using leading questions. announc· 
ing activitieslevenrs for a child, and using a simplified lexicon and grammar 
to do so are cross-culturally variable. These latter practices are not, for 
example. characteristic of adult-child or child-child interactions in tradi
tional Western Samoan households, for example (Ochs 1982, in press). 

Acquiring knowledge or s ta tus and role through language use 

When members of a society interact with one another. their actions are innu
enced by their conceptions of their own and others' social status, i.e. their 
recognized posit ion in society And/or in a particular social situation, and by 
the role behaviors associated with such statuses (Merton 1949; Mead 1956). 
These conceptions lead to expectations concerning their own and others' 
conduct. Included in these expectations are ones concerning language behav
ior. Languages have constructions at all levels of grammar and discourse that 
signal infonnation concerning how interactants see their own and others' 
social positions and roles. As children acquire language, they are acquiring 
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knowledge of this vital aspect of social order. Another WAy of putting this is to 
say that part of acquiring language is the acquisition of the social meaning of 
linguistic structures. Let us consider two examples of the link between social 
status/role expectations and language acquisition. 

Platt (this volume) has shown that Samoan children display very early in 
their language behavior an understanding of the highly stratified nature of 
Samoan society. In her study of the acquisition of deictic verbs, Platt found 
that Samoan children used productively the semantically more complex verb 
"give" earlier and more frequently than the verb "come." This order is 
surprising from a cognitive perspective but not from a sociological one. Most 
of the deictic verbs appear in directives (e_g. "Come here!"; "Give me!'·) of 
which the use is socially constrained. In particular, it is appropriate for very 
small chi ldren to direct older siblings and adults to give them items but not to 
direct them to come; hence the more productive and earlier use of "givq" 
over "come." The few cases of "come" are used primarily to an imals and 
younger siblings, or to others when the chi ld is speaking on behalf of an older 
person (as "messenger"). 

Andersen's study (this volume) indicates that young English-speaking 
American children have acquired sociolinguistic awareness at an early age ~s 
well. At the age of three, these children use status· and role·appropriate 
speech in role-playing interactions sueh as mother- fmher-child, teacher
student-student, and doctor- nurse-patient. Such sociolinguistic knowledge 
entails competence in the use of indirect and direct speech acts (e.g., women 
using more indirect requests than men), discourse markers (e.g., high status 
using more "well," "now"), referential alternatives to referring to speaker 
and addressee (e.g., doctor to patient: "LeI'S take a look at yourthroat now" 
versus ""II take a look at your throat now"), tag questions, and prosody. 

Not only the linguistic system but the organization of communication as 
well encodes cultural concepts of social status. For example, next speaker 
rights and communicative role rights (e.g., souree, speaker, primary ad
dressee, secondary addressee, audience) in a situation are embedded in and/pr 
constitutive of conceptions of social status and role of co-present persons. As 
children engage in communicative interactions, they are acquiring infonna
tion relevant to status and role. indeed as children interact with others, th~y 
acquire a tacit understanding of their own social identities vis-a-vis otbers ~n 
their environment. The researcher as well can find in communication patterns 
ways in wbich caregivers and others perceive young children. One particu
larly revealing dimension of communication is the communicative roles chh. 
drcn assume at different developmental points in time . Even before a child's 
firs t words. social order organizes the communicative interactions in which 
infants participate (Ocbs & Schieffelin 1984). In some societies, such as the 
Anglo middle class, infants are r.realed as communicative partners with,in 
hours after binh (Bullowa 1979). In Ihis social group, mothers and others will 
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engage young infants in greeting exchanges. In other societies, such as the 
Kaluli of Papua New Guinea (Schieffelin 1979 [now in JmSS]' this volume). 
caregivers will talk about infants but nOI address them in the early weeks and 
months of life. On the other hand, Kalul i caregivers will boid up infants to 
face others (for example, siblings) and will speak for the infant (in a high. 
pitched voice) to these others. In other words, the Kaluli infant assumes the 
role of speaker. The important generalization is that although children the 
world over will ultimately assume all the basic communicative roles (speaker, 
addressee, referent, audience), societies will differ in the developmental point 
at which and the situations in which it is appropriate for children to assume 
particular roles, these differences being linked to their attitudes about children 
and their communicative competence. 

Expressing a(fei:t: input and acquisition 

An important component of sociocultural competence every child must ac
quire is (he ability to recognize and express feelings in context. Every society 
has ways of viewing moods, dispositions, and emotions, including how they 
are to be displayed vernally and non verbally and (he social conditions in 
which it is preferable or appropriate to display them (cf. Levy 1984; Rosaldo 
1980). Language accordingly is-a -mlljor--an:i~~Q[lllation. 
Among the fealUres thaI convey affect are word order, dislocated structures, 
tense/ aspect marking, mood, evidential and affect particles and affixes, pho
nological variation, and prosody (Ochs this volume). When children are ex
posed to language in use and begin to use language with older members of 
society, they are presented with an array of affective structures, a set of 
contexts, and a set of relations linking the two (e.g. markedness of affective 
fonns vis-a-vis social identity of speakcr/audience, social selling, activity, 
etc.). 

Several anicles in this volume consider the acquisition and socialization of 
affective language. Certain articles discuss speech acts and activities that are 
particularly affect-loaded. Miller, for example, discusses the value placed on 
masking hurt feelings in public among working-class families in Baltimore, 
Maryland. It is important th:lI even young children be able to display emo
tional strength in the face of insult or other damaging acts . An important 
means of accomplishing this end is to successfully tease the other. Teasing in 
its more playful variety is also valued as a means of defusing a conflict. 
Mothers and others in this community often engage small children in teasing, 
and children acquire some competence in appropriate linguistic expression 
and contexts of use quite early in their language development. By 25 months, 
one child (Beth) had some competence, and by 28 months she had both the 
appropriate intonation and situations of use in her sociolinguistic repertoire. 

I 

Imroductioll .9 

Schicffelio (this yolume) shows how Kalulj (Papua New Guineal childs:en 
as w"ell are exoosed to teasjoi and shaming in the first year of life. as they are 
considered.crucial.~pressions o[cowpelence in Kaluli society. These speech 
activities are linguistically and cognitively complex. For example, one form 
of Icasing _inc1ud~s~.od ~rson pronoun with a '-hird person verb 
minuuhc-final consonant. Further, such constructions are used to convey the 
opposite of what is literally expressed by the verb (e.g., "You eat" conveys 
"You don't eat"). KaJuli children get direct instruction in the use of this 
construction and by 30 months have acquired the fonn and knowledge of 
appropriate situat..ions of usc. This is only one of several forms of ba/~ to 
'tumed-over words' that these children acquire in the course of learning to 
express and interpret affect. 

Samoan language development (Ochs in press and this volume) also fol
lows this pattern of intense socialization of affect through adult and older 
siblings' usc of affect-loaded grammatical fonns in speech acts such as tc~
ing, shaming, challenging. and assertions of love and sympathy. And like the 
children observed in other societies, Samoan children acquire competence in 
these fonns and contexts of use quite early in their language development. 
Indeed the Samoan data indicate that affect constructions may be particularl)' 
salient to the language-acquiring child . Samoan children acquire, for exalll
pie, high affect forms before more neutral forms that identify the same object 
or have similar referential content (e .g . sympathy-marked fint person pro
noun before unmarked first person pronoun). 

While the papers on working-class Baltimore, Kaluli, and Samoan lan
guage socialization focus on what Americans oUght call hot affect, Clancyjs 
work on Japanese communicative style considers the socialization of an indl-, 
reet, somewhat depersonalized mode of expression, which is highly valued in 
many contexts in Japanese society. Japanese mothers simplify the acquisition 
of this communicative style by following their own indirect directives and 
assertions to the child with more direct, explicit pamphrases and by following 
children's inappropriate direct utterances with the more appropriate indirecl 
phrases . The_ ~l)dpoint~an...nf...lap.anesc is a subtle communicative 
sJ)'k..tbAldemands·ag~.llt.deaJ of empathy 00 the pan.llf the listener. 

Cross-cullural patterns 

This volume will attract researchers across several disciplines. For those 
relatively unfamiliar with cross-cultural resean::h, a rew orienting comments 
are in order. When one first discusses cross-cultural behaviors, the discus
sions dwell on phenomena that apparently never appear in the speaker's 0\1.'0 

society: "They do x and we don't." Though this characterization may have 
some truth, it usually warrants further thought. On further consideration , most 
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cross-cultural differences tum out to be differences..in_f/2!!!t'.Xt and/or[!!!lEen
C} oj occurrftnce. For example. as noted, in many of the societies represented 
in this volume (e.g., while working-class American, Kaluli, Kwara'ae. 
Basotho, Samoan), caregivers engage young children in lengthy elicited im
itation routines . Probably in all societies such routines occur (see Gleason & 
Weintraub 1976; Grief & Gleason 1980 for an account of American middle
class caregiver-child imitative routines), What is different across socieljeus 
th~ eluen..1iyeness of these routines in tenus of the semantic-pragmatic con
tent cQvered (e.g. politene~s pftenQmena. role instrucyon, t~si[!&....£lHming, 
insults. language correction), the number of interlocutors involved (dyadic, 
triadic t. ~.!:l~tipartyl ... the social relatioosbip of interiocUiors (e,g".caregivcrs. 
peers, strangcrs) , the ~ettini-C,c..g., inside/outside household dwelling. pri· 
vate/public, fonnal/informal distinctions in setting), the ~ngth of the im
itative..routines....(.c...g .. number of tums, length of time), and tillUJ:cquency of 
occurrence.iQthe expericn~younR children . What is striking about Kaluli , 
Kwara'ae, and Basotho routines, for examplc, is the extraordinary length of 
these routines and the wide variety of topics and interlocutors they incorpo
rate, relative to, say, imitative routines in which American middle-class chil
dren participate. 

Another example of cultural differences in context and frequency concerns 
tcasing in childhood. As discussed earlier. tcasing occurs in many and proba
bly all societies; however. its occurrencej&.11istributed.differently in different 
societies and its significance yaries. Teasing among the Kwara'ae is always 
playful whereas white working-class Americans may use teasing to confront 
and insult as well. Teasing occurs pervasivcly in white, black, and Mexican
American working-class conversations with very young children, but is some
what morc restricted in while middle-class conversations with small children. 
It tends to occur in the speech of middle-class fathers more than mothers 
(Gleason 1973), in contrast to other social groups in which teasing charac
terizes the speech of a variety of persons (mothers, fathers. and other kin; 
friends; strnngers) communicati ng with the developing child. TeasinL is re
garded as a vital componenl-o£..a £hild~. dcyelopin&Eommunicaliv~ compe
tence in these working-class communities as well as among the Kaluli. Kaluli 
in~}! . .Jhat~Q.dt~givers is to make thUilJguage of children 
" hard" the way theiLbgnes must ~aryE-I~J1f!.1i!!.~e.Jlnd shame is part 
of the hardenin&..pr~ss. 111e amount of overt socialization devoted 10 teasing 
renects the importance of Icasing in each of these speech communities. 

Anothcr point about cross-cultuI"!Lr!!scareh is that expectations, prefer
ences, and belief systems are not necessarily shared by all members of soci
ety. This is obvious when reflecting upon complex societies, but we often 
forget to make this assumption in discussing lesser-known communities. To 
some extent this is a reflex of the researcher's style of analysis and presenta· 
tion of generalizations. Most of us carrying out research on young children's 
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speech behavior have limited ourselves to a handful of subjects because of the 
intense effort required to collect, trnnscribe, and analyze the dala. We look.. 
first at what these studies have in common and rrom this evidence ~ 
ggH<raii7JIWms abouJJ;hilp,ren's spe~lyers' speech in lh~icty as'(;J 
a3!'bnle. 1"his....p.roccdllre of course masks variarion among members of a 
~. Watson-Gegeo & Gegeo (this volume) have transcended this orienta-
(ion and have discussed differences in family communicati ve style. Watson. 
Oegeo & Gcgeo have noted among Kwarn'ae families distinct styles of child 
rearing, including procedures for instructing and making points. This varia
tion appears related to both personal and social characteristics of family 
members. ~e.llLMLwhich orientations are shared or yariable within 
soQety is a sllbject..oLc.onsiderablc-de.hatc.among anthropologists (cf. Geenz 
1973; Leach 1982). The emphasis in this field has been more on presenting 
(hypothetical) cultural orientntions than on assessing their scope within ~ 
society. In this volume as well, the emphasis is on presenting salient language 
behaviors of children and others and e01bedding !hese_i2e_h'!y i~ in bC:OMer ,<
pa!tems of sQ~il!LQejlav.i9[ and cultural knowledge. We take this to be a firs~ 
step in undemanding language in culture. 
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